BASIC FOCUS
Powerful House Republicans, most notably sciencecommittee chair Lamar Smith of Texas, have argued that the NSF should concentrate on basic research. Smith has also tried to highlight what he sees as ques tionable grants by the science agency, such as funding for a study of mental health in Nepal. But Gloria Waters, vicepresident and associate provost for research at Bos ton University in Massachusetts, says that legislators often misunderstand the role of basic science. "People have this idea that science funding should go to something that should have an immediate and direct impact on society, but that's not how sci ence works, " she says.
Deciding which projects to fund is made more difficult by a lack of money, says Hannah Carey, a physiologist at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. "I've experienced it -you put in a grant to continue your work that gets a very, very good score and would have been funded in a better climate, " says Carey, who spent a year working as a programme director in the NSF's biosciences division. "It's disheartening. "
A shortterm spending deal would avert a government shutdown of the sort that ground most research to a halt in October 2013. But a stopgap arrangement could still make life difficult for researchers. Such deals generally prevent agencies from starting new programmes or end ing old ones without specific authoriza tion from Congress. And agencies can face unexpected budget shortfalls if law makers agree to cut spending after months of operating under a temporary funding agreement, because the cuts would be ret roactive.
For now, scientists are left to wait while the negotiations between Congress and the White House play out. Zeitzer says that a deal may not be struck until the last min ute. "I'm hearing there's a real good chance they'll take us to the brink, " she says. ■ The CHIME telescope array will search for a particular kind of hydrogen emission from ancient galaxies.
COSMOLOGY

Half-pipe array to map teen Universe
Canadian telescope aims to chart cosmic expansion rate between 10 billion and 8 billion years ago.
BY DAV I D E C A ST E LV E C C H I
I t sounds almost too apt to be true. An observatory shaped like the halfpipes used by snowboarders, and dependent on technology originally designed for gaming and mobile phones, will soon be tasked with plug ging a crucial gap in the cosmological record: what the Universe did when it was a teenager.
The information will allow cosmologists to gauge whether the strength of dark energythe force accelerating the Universe's expansion -has changed over time, an unresolved ques tion that governs the fate of the cosmos.
Whereas typical radio telescopes have round dishes, the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Map ping Experiment (CHIME) comprises four 100metrelong, semicylindrical antennas, which lie near the town of Penticton in British Columbia.
From 2016, CHIME's halfpipes, which are scheduled to be completed this week, will detect radio waves emitted by hydrogen in distant galaxies. These observations would be the first measurements of the Universe's expansion rate between 10 billion and 8 billion years ago, a period in which the cosmos went "from being a kid to an adult", says Mark Halpern, the leader of CHIME and an experi mental cosmologist at the University of Brit ish Columbia in Vancouver. Straight after the Big Bang 13.8 billion years ago, the rate of the Universe's expansion slowed. But somewhere during the 'adolescent' period, dark energywhich eventually turned the Universe's slowing expansion into the acceleration observed today -began to be felt, he says.
It is a window in time that has, until now, been closed. Cosmologists measure the Universe's past expansion rate using ancient objects, such as supernova explosions and the voids between galaxies, that are so distant that their light is only now reaching Earth. Over the past few decades, such objects have revealed that the cosmos has been expanding at an accelerating rate for more than 6 billion years. And surveys of quasarsmysterious, superbright objects that outshine the entire galaxies they lie in -have shown that until 10 billion years or so ago, the Universe's expansion was slowing down.
But cosmologists have struggled to measure the expansion rate in the interim, leaving open the question of whether the strength of dark energy's repulsive force may have varied over time.
CHIME is designed to fill the gap, says Kendrick Smith, an astrophysicist at the Perime ter Institute for Theoretical Physics in Waterloo, Canada, who will work on analysing CHIME's data. The halfpipe antennas will allow CHIME to receive radio waves coming from anywhere along a narrow, straight region of the sky at any given time. "As the Earth rotates, this straight shape sweeps out the sky, " says Smith.
To sort out where individual signals are coming from, a custombuilt supercomputer made of 1,000 relatively cheap graphics processing units -the type used for high end computer gaming -will crunch through nearly 1 terabyte of data per second. The team will also use signal amplifiers originally developed for mobile phones. Without such powerful consumerelectronics components, CHIME would have been prohibitively expen sive, says experimental cosmologist Keith Vanderlinde of the University of Toronto, Canada, who is coleading the project. CHIME's supercomputer will look specifi cally for radio waves with a wavelength that suggests an age of 11 billion to 7 billion years, emitted by the hydrogen in the interstellar space inside galaxies (at their source, such emissions have a wavelength of 21 centimetres). Research ers will then subtract the 'radio noise' in the same wavelength range that comes from the Milky Way and Earth. Although CHIME will not be able to distin guish individual galaxies in this way, clumps of hundreds or thousands of galaxies will show up, says Vanderlinde. T h i s w i l l a l l ow researchers to map the expansion rate of the voids between the clumps, and in turn to calculate the strength of dark energy during that time.
If the results imply that the strength of dark energy then was the same as it has been in the past 6 billion years, it could suggest that galax ies will eventually lose sight of each other. But if the strength of dark energy has changed over the eons, all bets are off: the Universe could collapse in a 'big crunch' , for example, or be ripped apart into its subatomic components.
As well as mapping the adolescent Uni verse, CHIME could also detect hundreds of the mysterious 'fast radio bursts' that last just milliseconds and have no known astrophysi cal explanation. And it will help other experi ments to calibrate measurements of radio waves from rapidly spinning neutron stars, which researchers hope to use to detect the ripples in spacetime known as gravitational waves (see Nature 463, 147; 2010). CHIME is part of a growing trend in astron omy. A number of experiments that are now active or in the planning stages, including the hotly anticipated Square Kilometer Array -to be built on sites in Australia and South Africa -are designed to look at hydrogen emissions with 21centimetre wavelengths. These emis sions are an untapped trove of cosmological information, says TzuChing Chang, an astro physicist at the Academia Sinica Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysics in Taipei who helped to pioneer the hydrogen mapping of gal axies in a 2010 study (T.Z. Chang et al. Nature 466, 463-465; 2010) . She likens the boom in hydrogen mapping today to the trend in the 1990s of studying the relic radiation of the Big Bang, which revolutionized cosmology. ■
